Joint Status Report filed by American Oversight and the Department of Energy in American Oversight’s lawsuit seeking the release of Secretary Rick Perry’s communications with high-level Ukraine officials; with outside groups associated with U.S. energy interests in Ukraine; and with particular associates of President Trump’s personal lawyer Rudolph Giuliani. American Oversight is also requesting records regarding the U.S. delegation, led by Perry, to Ukrainian President Zelensky’s inauguration, including the records of former Chief of Staff Brian McCormack.

The Department of Energy agreed to make the first production of records on Jan. 28, 2020, prioritizing Perry’s and McCormack’s communications as well as records related to the delegation. Subsequent productions are scheduled for Feb. 4 and March 16.
Part of Investigation:
The Trump Administration's Contacts with Ukraine
<https://www.americanoversight.org/investigation/the-trump-administrations-contacts-with-ukraine>

Rick Perry’s Energy Industry Connections — in the U.S. and Abroad
<https://www.americanoversight.org/investigation/rick-perrys-energy-industry-connections-in-the-u-s-and-abroad>
November 8, 2019

Complaint: American Oversight v. DOE — Perry and Brouillette’s Ukraine Records and Communications
Department of Energy

October 9, 2019

FOIA to DOE Seeking Sent Emails of Senior Officials Regarding Ukraine
Department of Energy

October 9, 2019

**FOIA to DOE Seeking Materials Related to Secretary Perry’s Meetings with Ukrainian Officials Since May 2019**
Department of Energy

**FOIA REQUEST**


October 9, 2019

**FOIA to DOE Seeking Communications with Outside Individuals Associated with U.S. Energy Interests in Ukraine and Allies of Rudy Giuliani**
Department of Energy

**FOIA REQUEST**


October 2, 2019

**FOIA to DOE Seeking Records of Chief of Staff McCormack Relating to the U.S. Delegation to Ukraine Led by Secretary Perry**
Department of Energy

**FOIA REQUEST**


October 2, 2019

**FOIA to DOE Seeking Communications Reflecting Efforts to Pressure Ukraine to Investigate the President’s Political Opponents**
Department of Energy
September 26, 2019

**FOIA to DOE Seeking Records Relating to the U.S. Delegation to Ukraine Led by Secretary Perry**

Department of Energy

**FOIA REQUEST**


August 9, 2019

**FOIA to DOE Seeking Records Regarding the U.S. Delegation to Ukraine in May 2019**

Department of Energy

**FOIA REQUEST**


**HELP US KEEP THE AMERICAN GOVERNMENT ACCOUNTABLE**

DONATE </donate>